8th Grade American History
Tamara Acoba
AIM:Who was Fannie Lou Hamer and how did she lead the fight for civil rights?
Warmup:PACE Chart  Mississippi Voter Registration Form
Source: From the Delta Center h
ttp://blueshighway.org/nehvoterreg.htm
WarmUp:How can we use a primary source to show us what was happening in history?
Source:
Mississippi Voter Registration Application Form
Mississippi Voter Registration Application Form

SWORN WRITTEN APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION
(By reason of the provisions of Sections 241,241A and 244 of the
Constitution of Mississippi and its relevant statutes of the State of
Mississippi, the applicant for registration, if not physically
disabled is required to fill in this form in his own handwriting in
the presence of the registrar and without assistance or suggestion of
any person or memorandum.)
1. Write the date of this
application……………………………………………………………………?
2. What is your full
name.......................................?
3. State you age and date of
birth……………………………………………………………………………….
4. What is your occupation?
5. Where is your business carried on? (Give city, town or
village, and street address, if any, but if none, post office
address.) if not engaged in business, so state
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………?
.
6. By whom are you employed? (Give name and street address, if
any, but if none, post office address.) if not employed, so
state…………………………………………………………………………………………?
7. Where is your place of residence in the county and district
where you propose to register? (Give city, town or village, and
street address, is any, but if none, post office
address.)…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……8. Are you a citizen of the United States and an inhabitant
of Mississippi?.............
9. How long have you resided in
Mississippi?.....................
10. How long have you resided in the election district or
precinct in which you propose to
register?.................................
11. State your last previous places of residence. (Give street
address, if any, but if none, post office
address.)……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
12. Are you a minister of the gospel in charge of an organized
church, or the wife of such a minister? If so, what church?
(Give address in each instance.)…………………………………………………………………….
13. Check which oath you desire to take: (1) General…………(2)
Minister’s…………?3) Minister’s wife……?.(4) if under 21 years at
present, but will be 21 years old by date of general
election…………?
14. If there is more than one person of your same name in the
precinct, by what name do you wish to be
called?..................
15. Have you ever been convicted of any of the following crimes:
bribery, theft, arson, obtaining money or goods under false
pretenses, perjury, forgery, embezzlement, or
bigamy?.........................................................
..
16. Have you ever been convicted of any other crime (excepting
misdemeanors for traffic
violations)?............................
17. If your answer to question 15 or 16 is “Yes? name the crime
or crimes of which you have been convicted, and the year, court,
and place of such conviction or
convictions:………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………?
18. Write and copy in the space below, Section…………?.of the
Constitution of Mississippi; (Instructions to Registrar: You
will designate the Section of the Constitution and point out
same to
applicant)………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………19. Write in the space below a reasonable interpretation
(the meaning) of the Section of the Constitution of Mississippi
which you have just
copied…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………20. Write in the space below a statement setting forth
your understanding of the duties and obligations of citizenship
under a constitutional form of
government…………………………………………………………………………………?
21. Sign the oath or affirmation referred to in question 13, and
which is:
Note: Registrar give applicant oath selected under question
13, Mark out that portion of oath that is not applicable.
Note: Registrar. In registering voters in Cities and Town not
all in one election district, the name of such city or town may be
substituted in the Oath for the Election District.
(a) General and/or Special Oath:
(b) I,………………………………………………………………., do solemnly swear (or affirm)
that I am twentyone years old (or I will be before the next
election in this County) and that I will have resided in this
State two years, and ………………………………………………………………………….Election
District or …………………………………………………………………………………………..County one year
next preceding the ensuing election, and am now in good faith
a resident of the same, and that I am not disqualified from
voting by reason of having been convicted of any crime named in
the Constitution of this State as a disqualification to be an
elector; that I will truly answer all questions propounded to
me concerning my antecedents so far as they relat3e to my right
to vote 
Naruto Cosplay Wigs, and also as to my residence
before my citizenship in this District; that I will faithfully
support the Constitution of the United States and the State of
Mississippi, and will bear true faith and allegiance to the
same, So Help Me God.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
Applicant’s Signature to Oath
(c) Oath of Minister and /or Minister’s Wife
I, ………………………………………………………………?, do solemnly swear (or affirm)
that I am twentyone years old (or I will be before the next
election in this County) and that I am a Minister, or the wife
of a Minister, of the Gospel in charge of an organized church,
and that I will have resided two years in this State and in
……………………………………………………………………………… Election District
of……………………………………………………………………County six months next preceding

the ensuing election, and am now in good faith a resident of
the same, and that I am not disqualified from voting by reason
of having been convicted of any crime named in the Constitution
of this State as a disqualification to be an elector: that I
will truly answer all questions propounded to me concerning my
antecedents so far as they relate to my right to vote, and also
as to my residence before my citizenship in this District; that
I will faithfully support the Constitution of the United States
and of the State of Mississippi, and will bear true faith and
allegiance to the same, So Help Me God.
……………………………………………………………….
Applicant’s Signature to Oath

……………………………………………………………………
Applicant’s Signature to Application
(The Applicant will also sign his name here)
State of Mississippi County of……………………………………
Sworn to and subscribed before me by the within
named…………………on
This the……………………..day of…………………………? 19…………?.
………………………………………………………………………………
County Registrar
(Seal)
Is applicant of good moral character?................................
If not,
why?..........................................................
Does applicant
qualify?...............................................
Passed…………………………………………………………?

Failed…………………………………………………………………………..

Directions:
You be the Historian! 
Look at the document, then complete the PACE Chart
below.
PACE Chart
P= Purpose
What do you think is the author’s purpose? Why? What
evidence in the texts helps you to come to that conclusion?

A= Ask Questions
What questions do you have about what you see?

C= Connect to self, text, world, etc.
What connections can you make? Can you connect it to
anything you learned in class? Yourself? The world?

E= Explain meaning of Text
What do you think the text is showing? Explain the meaning of
the text/image/document. What evidence in the texts helps you
to come to that conclusion?

Summary:With this primary source document, what do you think was happening at this
moment of history?
Lesson:
Background History on Fannie Lou Hamer

Fannie Lou Hamer: Civil Rights Activist
By Kay Mills
When young civil rights workers arrived in Ruleville in the Mississippi Delta in 1962, they were
looking for local black people who could help convince their neighbors to register to vote. They
found forty-four-year-old Fannie Lou Hamer.
Hamer was attracted to the young people, especially those in the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC). “They treated us like we were special and we loved ‘em,” she
said. “We trusted ‘em.” For the rest of her life, Hamer would work in the Civil Rights Movement
on both the state and national stage. She felt that civil rights was her calling, her mission.

Advocate of voting rights
After the meeting at Williams Chapel Church in Ruleville, seventeen people went with Hamer to
the Sunflower County seat of Indianola to try to register on August 31, 1962. The prospective
voters felt threatened by men with rifles in the back of their pickup trucks who circled the
courthouse ominously. At that time, Mississippi required people
registering to vote
to interpret a
randomly selected section of the state constitution, a complicated document. Prospective black

voters inevitably failed the test, whether they were well-educated or not. Even after several years
of effort in Sunflower County, by the spring of 1965 only 155 black people — 1.1 percent of those
eligible to vote — were registered, while more than 7,000 whites were registered, or 80 percent
of those eligible to vote.
No one was registered that August day. Hamer, who had a booming voice, sang to try to calm
people’s fears on the bus taking them home. Years later, Harry Belafonte, who often appeared
with Hamer at movement events, said her songs “from the heart would bring another
dimension” to the action when people got down to whatever business was at hand. Before or
after her speeches, Hamer would inspire her listeners by singing a song that soon became
associated with her, “This Little Light of Mine.”
The day of the registration attempt in Indianola, Hamer lost her job on the W. D. Marlow
plantation where she had worked as a timekeeper for eighteen years, and where her husband,
Perry Hamer, worked as a tractor driver. The owner objected to her attempt to register to vote.
Later that fall Hamer attended a SNCC leadership training conference at Fisk University. She
then returned to the Indianola courthouse until officials finally allowed her to register to vote
that December.

Daughter of sharecroppers
Hamer, born Fannie Lou Townsend on October 6, 1917, in Montgomery County, Mississippi,
was the youngest of twenty children. Her parents, Ella and James Lee Townsend, were
sharecroppers, which meant that at harvest time, they turned their crops over to the landowner
and were paid a small amount for their share. They moved to Sunflower County to work on the
E. W. Brandon plantation when Hamer was two years old. By age six, she was weeding the
cotton field, then helping to pick the cotton. Hamer went to school through the eighth grade,
which was more schooling than many black children had at the time.
In 1944, Fannie Lou Townsend married Perry Hamer, whom everyone called “Pap,” and they
lived on the Marlow plantation outside Ruleville. When Marlow learned that Mrs. Hamer could
read and write, he made her the record keeper for the plantation. The Hamers had no children of
their own, but they raised two girls from impoverished homes, and later adopted the two
daughters of one of them who died. Hamer was respected in both the white and black
communities as someone who could help settle disputes and always had a moment to hear a
neighbor’s problem. She had deep religious beliefs; she had been brought up in the church and
relied on its strength.

Activist jailed and beaten
Hamer became a SNCC field secretary in early 1963. A few months later, she attended a
citizenship training school sponsored by the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC)
in Charleston, South Carolina, to learn how to teach her neighbors about the benefits of
citizenship. On the bus trip home in June, the bus made a rest stop in Winona, Mississippi.
Annelle Ponder of SCLC, who was traveling with the group, said that three or four of the people
went in to the café to be served. They sat at the counter but the waitress refused to serve them. A
highway patrolman came from the rear of the café and tapped some of the group on the shoulder
with his billy club, saying, “Y’all get out — get out.” Ponder reminded him it was against the law
to refuse them service but he said, “Ain’t no damn law, you just get out of here!”
On the way back to the bus, Ponder wrote down the license number of the patrol car and at that,
the patrolman and police chief came out of the restaurant and put the cafe group under arrest.
As that was occurring, Hamer got off the bus to see whether the rest of the group should go on to
Greenwood. The police chief arrested her as well. Later the police had two other black prisoners
beat Hamer and 15-year-old June Johnson, who would not say “sir” to the men. In a trial later
that year, an all-white jury acquitted the law officers. Hamer recalled, “After I got out of jail, half
dead, I found that Medgar Evers had been shot down in his own yard.”

Delegate to convention
In Freedom Summer 1964, more young people, white and black, came to Mississippi to join the
voting rights effort. Civil rights workers decided to dramatize the discrimination blacks faced in
Mississippi by 
challenging
the all-white delegation that would be selected to represent the state
at the 1964 Democratic National Convention in Atlantic City, New Jersey. Black people from
around the state tried to participate in selecting delegates who would nominate the party’s
presidential candidate, but were turned away. They held their own meetings and selected
sixty-eight people to represent them at the convention. Aaron Henry, a druggist from Clarksdale
and longtime NAACP activist, headed the delegation, and Hamer was the delegation’s vice chair.
Naming themselves the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party (MFDP), they set about trying to
generate national support.
At a national convention, the party’s credentials committee considers any challenges and
decides who will be seated to vote on the nominees. The MFDP lined up its witnesses, including
the Reverend Martin Luther King Jr., the national Civil Rights Movement leader. Hamer gave
the most dramatic presentation. Telling about being jailed and beaten, she concluded, “All of

this is on account we want to register, to become first-class citizens, and if the Freedom
Democratic Party is not seated now, I question America ...”
U.S. Senator Hubert Humphrey, who would become the party’s candidate for vice president,
sought a compromise at the request of President Lyndon Johnson that would give the MFDP
two seats and the promise of reform for the 1968 convention. That made Hamer angry. “We
didn’t come here for no seats ‘cause all of us is tired,” she said. The MFDP delegates rejected the
compromise, but the convention delegates did not know that when they voted to accept it, and
almost all the white Mississippians walked out.
After the fall election, Hamer and two other women, Victoria Gray Adams of Hattiesburg and
Annie Devine of Canton, challenged the seating of the five-member Mississippi Congressional
delegation, Thomas G. Abernethy, William Colmer, Prentiss Walker, Jamie L. Whitten, and
John Bell Williams. They charged that because blacks were kept from registering, the election
was unfair. Hundreds of their supporters went to Washington when the Congressional session
opened in January 1965, and Hamer, Adams, and Devine were given guest seats in the House
chamber that day. Yet later, on September 17, 1965, the House of Representatives rejected their
challenge, 228-143.
Hamer did not relent in her activities. In 1966, she walked with Dr. King and Andrew Young as
they resumed the march against fear that James Meredith had launched across the state.
Meredith, who had been the first black student at the University of Mississippi, had to halt his
march when he was shot from ambush. Hamer also raised money to support election activities
in two Delta towns. She lost a bid to become a board member for the Sunflower County
anti-poverty agency in 1967 because she questioned their authority and the true value of the
agency’s programs to poor people. Local whites had united behind her opponent, a black man.
In 1968 the Democratic Party, which by then required its state parties to integrate, seated
Hamer as a delegate at its presidential nominating convention in Chicago. Anti-Vietnam War
violence in the streets overshadowed the seating of the integrated Mississippi delegation, but
Hamer spoke from the podium on behalf of a challenge to the Alabama party.

Fighter of poverty
That year she started what she called a Pig Bank with the help of the National Council of Negro
Women to help people in her community improve their diets. Hamer bought thirty-five gilts
(females) and five boars (males), and the pregnant gilts were loaned to local families. They could
keep the piglets that were produced and return mama pig to the bank. Some three hundred

families benefited from this program. The following year Hamer established Freedom Farm with
a similar goal of providing food and some economic independence to local people. She remained
active in anti-poverty efforts such as Head Start because she saw the link between education,
jobs, and political influence.
In 1970 Hamer filed a lawsuit charging that Sunflower County schools were not properly
desegregating. The following year, she joined with feminist activists in founding the National
Women’s Political Caucus. She said that women of all different colors should join to form a
powerful voting majority in the country. “A white mother is no different from a black mother.
The only thing is they haven’t had as many problems. But we cry the same tears.”
Hamer ran for the Mississippi Senate in 1971 against the incumbent, Robert Crook. She
campaigned with Carver Randle, an NAACP leader in Indianola who was running for the state
House of Representatives. The pair ran on a platform urging that state and local governments
hire more minorities for jobs previously held by whites, and to appoint more minorities to
government positions. Randle said, “I was impressed with her openness and frankness no
matter who was in attendance.” He said Hamer also felt that educated people in the black
community “were much better equipped to do what she was doing, yet they didn’t have the
fortitude to do it.” Hamer lost the election, 11,770 votes to 7,201.
Ill health filled Hamer’s last years. She had had polio as a child and had been sterilized without
her knowledge while hospitalized in 1961. After a lengthy hospitalization for nervous exhaustion
in January 1972, she managed to travel that summer to the Democratic National Convention in
Miami where she seconded the nomination of Texas Lieutenant Governor Frances “Sissy”
Farenthold for vice president. She was hospitalized again in January 1974 for a nervous
breakdown, but a few weeks later reported that she felt better than ever. That June a group from
Madison, Wisconsin, that had worked with her on Freedom Farm came to Ruleville and found
her “in the worst health ever, heavily medicated for pain and dependent on Pap and a neighbor”
to keep the household going. In the spring of 1976 she had breast cancer surgery.
These ailments took their toll and she died March 14, 1977, of heart failure brought on by cancer,
diabetes, and hypertension. Hundreds of people attended her funeral six days later in Ruleville
where Andrew Young, then the U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations, gave her eulogy, saying,
“None of us would be where we are now had she not been there then.”
Hamer felt forgotten near the end of her life, which came during an ebb in national interest in
the Civil Rights Movement. Years later, however, at least two universities — Jackson State
University in Mississippi and California State University, Northridge — named academic

institutes in her honor, and in 1993 she was inducted into the National Women’s Hall of Fame in
Seneca Falls, New York. The Ruleville post office carries her name today, as do a community
center, a memorial park, a youth activities center, and the street on which she lived. Fannie Lou
Hamer is remembered.
Kay Mills is the author of T
his Little Light of Mine: The Life of Fannie Lou Hamer
, which was
reissued in paperback in fall 2007 by the University Press of Kentucky
.

From Mississippi History Now http://mshistory.k12.ms.us/index.php?s=lesson-plans&id=51












Watch excerpt from “Eyes on the Prize: Is this America?”
And complete activity from Facing History’s “Document 7: Taking it for Ourselves” pp.8285
https://www.facinghistory.org/sites/default/files/publications/Eyes_on_the_Prize.pdf
Due to the severity of segregation in Mississippi, black residents could not register to vote
through normal channels. In their efforts to increase black voter registration, local and national
civil rights leaders formed the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party as an alternative to the
official, but allwhite Mississippi Democratic Party. The MFDP adhered to all the rules and
guidelines of the Democratic Party in the hopes that they would be officially accepted at the
Democratic National Convention (DNC).
The COFO, SNCC, and Freedom Summer volunteers registered tens of thousands of black
Mississippians through the MFDP. The MFDP then selected delegates to attend the 1964 DNC
in Atlantic City, New Jersey and pleaded their case as the true democratic representatives of
Mississippi’s voters to the DNC’s Credential Committee. Fannie Lou Hamer was among the
MFDP delegates. In the following excerpt she describes her journey from sharecropper to
MFDP delegate:
“I was born October sixth, nineteen and seventeen in Montgomery County, Mississippi. My
parents moved to Sunflower County when I was two years old, to a plantation about four and a
half miles from here, Mr. E. W. Brandon’s plantation.
[…] My parents were sharecroppers and they had a big family. Twenty children. Fourteen boys
and six girls. I’m the twentieth child. All of us worked in the fields, of course, but we never did
get anything out of sharecropping. […]
My life has been almost like my mother’s was, because I married a man who sharecropped. We
didn’t have it easy and the only way we could ever make it through the winter was because Pap
had a little juke joint and we made liquor. That was the only way we made it. I married in 1944

and stayed on the plantation until 1962 when I went down to the courthouse in Indianola to
register to vote. That happened because I went to a mass meeting one night.
Until then I’d never heard of no mass meeting and I didn’t know that a Negro could register and
vote. Bob Moses, Reggie Robinson, Jim Bevel and James Forman were some of the SNCC
workers who ran that meeting. When they asked for those to raise their hands 82 | EYES ON
THE PRIZE Document 7: TAKING IT FOR OURSELVES Fannie Lou Hamer speaking at a
Credential Committee meeting during the DNC in 1964. She and other members of the MFDP
were elected by voters newly registered during the Mississippi Freedom Summer. The MFDP
was denied seats at the DNC. © Bettmann/CORBIS who’d go down to the courthouse the next
day, I raised mine. Had it up as high as I could get it. I guess if I’d had any sense I’d abeen a
little scared, but what was the point of being scared? The only thing they could do to me was kill
me and it seemed like they’d been trying to do that a little bit at a time ever since I could
remember.
Well, there was eighteen of us who went down to the courthouse that day and all of us were
arrested. Police said the bus was painted the wrong color—said it was too yellow. After I got
bailed out I went back to the plantation where Pap and I had lived for eighteen years. My oldest
girl met me and told me that Mr. Marlow, the plantation owner, was mad and raising sand. He
had heard that I had tried to register. That night he called on us and said, “We’re not going to
have this in Mississippi and you will have to withdraw. I am looking for your answer, yea or
nay?” I just looked. He said, “I will give you until tomorrow morning. And if you don’t withdraw
you will have to leave. If you do go withdraw, it’s only how I feel, you might still have to leave.”
So I left that same night. Pap had to stay on till work on the plantation was through. Ten days
later they fired into Mrs. Tucker’s house where I was staying. They also shot two girls at Mr.
Sissel’s.
That was a rough winter. I hadn’t a chance to do any canning before I got kicked off, so didn’t
have hardly anything. I always can more than my family can use ’cause there’s always people
who don’t have enough. That winter was bad, though. Pap couldn’t get a job nowhere ’cause
everybody knew he was my husband. We made it on through, though, and since then I just
been trying to work and get our people organized.
I reckon the most horrible experience I’ve had was in June of 1963. I was arrested along with
several others in Winona, Mississippi. That’s in Montgomery County, the county where I was
born. I was carried to a cell and locked up with Euvester Simpson. I began to hear the sound of
licks, and I could hear people screaming. [...]
After then, the State Highway patrolmen came and carried me out of the cell into another cell
where there were two Negro prisoners. The patrolman gave the first Negro a long blackjack that
was heavy. It was loaded with something and they had me lay down on the bunk with my face
down, and I was beat. I was beat by the first Negro till he gave out. Then the patrolman ordered
the other man to take the blackjack and he began to beat. [...]

After I got out of jail, half dead, I found out that Medgar Evers had been shot down in his own
yard.
I’ve worked on voter registration here ever since I went to that first mass meeting. In 1964 we
registered 63,000 black people from Mississippi into the Freedom Democratic Party. We formed
our own party because the whites wouldn’t even let us register. We decided to challenge the
white Mississippi Democratic Party at the National Convention. We followed all the laws that the
white people themselves made. We tried to attend the precinct meetings EPISODE 5 | 83 and
they locked the doors on us or moved the meetings and that’s against the laws they made for
their own selves. So we were the ones that held the real precinct meetings. At all these
meetings across the state we elected our representatives, to go to the National Democratic
Convention in Atlantic City. But we learned the hard way that even though we had all the law
and all the righteousness on our side—that white man is not going to give up his power to us.
We have to build our own power. We have to win every single political office we can, where we
have a majority of black people.
The question for black people is not, when is the white man going to give us our rights, or when
is he going to give us good education for our children, or when is he going to give us jobs—if the
white man gives you anything just remember when he gets ready he will take it right back. We
have to take for ourselves.”
The DNC nominated Lyndon B. Johnson (who had assumed office after President John F.
Kennedy was assassinated on November 22, 1963). Under pressure from Johnson, the
Credential Committee rejected an appeal for an open vote on the MFDP petition, and offered,
instead, to seat two of the MFDP delegates. Disappointed, the MFDP delegation returned to
Mississippi.
John Lewis, the onetime head of SNCC, believed, as did many others, “that had the decision to
seat the MFDP delegates reached a floor vote, especially after Fannie Lou Hamer’s testimony,
the Mississippi regulars would have been ousted and replaced.” Many activists saw the MFDP
delegation to the DNC as the culmination of many years of hard work, and the refusal of the
Democratic Party even to vote on the issue shook their confidence in the US political process as
a whole. Lewis recalled the devastating impact the dismissal of the MFDP had on SNCC and
many other civil rights activists:
“As far as I’m concerned, this was the turning point of the civil rights movement. I’m absolutely
convinced of that. Until then, despite every setback and disappointment and obstacle we had
faced over the years, the belief still prevailed that the system would work, the system would
listen, the system would respond. Now, for the first time, we had made our way to the very
center of the system. We had played by the rules, done everything we were supposed to do,
had played the game exactly as required, had arrived at the doorstep and found the door
slammed in our face. […] That loss of faith would spread through Lyndon Johnson’s term in

office, from civil rights and into the issue of Vietnam. […] That crisis of confidence, the spirit of
cynicism and suspicion and mistrust that infects the attitude of many Americans toward their
government today, began, I firmly believe, that week in Atlantic City. Something was set in
motion that week that would never go away.”
CONNECTIONS
1. Create an identity chart (an example of an identity chart can be found in Episode 3) for
Fannie Lou Hamer. How did her identity change over time?
2. Politics is often considered to be the art of compromise. Although the Credential Committee
did not allow MFDP’s delegates to replace Mississippi’s allwhite representatives, it did offer to
compromise and give them two seats at the convention. The MFDP refused to accept this offer.
What do you think about its decision?
3. What does Hamer’s story suggest about the difficulties in changing an unjust system?
4. Why did Lewis think that the failure of the DNC to recognize the MFDP caused such
widespread despair among black and white activists? Why does he trace contemporary
indifference and cynicism regarding the democratic process back to that convention?
5. Despite the immediate setback to the MFDP, many people in America and around the world
were inspired by the values and actions of the Freedom Summer, and the Democratic Party
never seated a segregated delegation after the 1964 convention. How would you evaluate the
success of the MFDP? How would you assess the legacy of the Freedom Summer?
Activity and Assessment:Memorial or Ode to Fannie Lou Hamer
After learning about the life and activism of Fannie Lou Hamer, students will have the
opportunity to either design a memorial to be added to the Fannie Lou Hamer Memorial Garden
in Ruleville 
or
write and perform an ode poem dedicated to the civil rights leader.
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Option 1: 
Memorial Design and Proposal to Fannie Lou Hamer
Memorial 
– Work with you partner to create a memorial or poster that remembers the
contributions of Fannie Lou Hamer and her contributions to the fight for civil rights and human
rights. Think creatively about what you design and execute it neatly. Your memorial must be
presented as a 3D design.
Artists’ Writeup 
–What did you create and why? Follow the outline and write an explanation
to accompany your art piece. This must be typed (doublespaced, Times, 12 pt. font).

Artists’ Write-up – Why is it important to memorialize the Fannie Lou Hamer as a great American
leader?
Introduction – Brief historical background
TS – Why is it important to memorialize
events in our history?
What happened during the Civil Rights
Movement and why?
What were the effects of the efforts of Civil
Right activists?
How have we memorialized other civil
rights activists and efforts?
CS - 
Thesis
(Answer Write-up question):
Body Paragraph –
TS
-
What did you create and why?
What did you design and why?
What do the different parts of the
memorial symbolize and/or mean?
Where would you put/ present this
memorial and why?
CS
–
What is the main message you hope
people will gain from the design of your
memorial?
Conclusion –
TS – What did you learn from the
experience of creating this memorial?
What was the experience like? Was it
challenging? Why?
What did you like about the experience?
What did you dislike?
CS – How does creating the memorial help
you to connect to or better understand
history and humanity?

Memorial Rubric
54

3

21

Memorial
Creativity

Memorial is creative and
includes symbols and
imagery to thoughtfully
convey the Fannie Lou
Hamer’s identity and
experiences.

Memorial is somewhat
creative with some
thoughtful images and
symbols.

Memorial lacks
thought and
creativity.

Memorial
Presentation

Memorial is beautifully
presented and it is clear
that the artist took time
and care in its creation.

Memorial is neatly
presented, but some
parts could have been
worked on with more
care.

Presentation needs
improvement, there is
evidence of poor
craftsmanship.

WriteUp 
Fannie Lou
Hamer’s
History and
Contributions

Artist clearly and
thoughtfully explains in
detail what in Hamer’s life
she chooses to represent
in the memorial.

Artist explains what in
Hamer’s life she
chooses to represent,
but could be more
detailed.

Explanation is brief
and/ or unclear.

WriteUp 
Imagery and
Design
Rationale

Imagery and design
elements included in the
memorial are addressed
with fully supported
rationale.

Some design and
imagery elements
included in the
memorial are
addressed with
rationale.

Imagery elements
are simply identified,
but not explained.

Option 2: 
Ode to Fannie Lou Hamer
“An ode is a poem that is about one specific thing that you think is truly amazing and
praiseworthy
. This type of poem can be centered upon a person, an object, or something
abstract like a feeling or an idea.”  Power Poetry
An example of an Ode Poem
Ode to Mothers
by Ceri Naz
Mother's heart is a special place
Our big room for cuddles and embrace
True portrait of children's love and light
Her thoughts are as warm as the sun
Earnest treasure, song of care
Real true blood of flame

Directions:After learning about the history and leadership of Fannie Lou Hamer, create an 
Ode
to
poem to honor her, her struggles, sacrifices and her achievements.
Requirements:
Your poem should


Explain the history and accomplishments that we learned about Fannie Lou Hamer.
Think about 
historical details/ evidence l
ike key people, events, documents, quotes,
actions taken by Ms. Hamer. Be sure to highlight



Have a 
title



Be at least 
5
stanzas

of about 46 lines in each stanza.



Have at least 
2 similes and/or metaphors



Rhyme 
in some places. Most Ode Poems rhyme, so you can give it a try in some parts
of your poem.



Other 
literary devices...

Performance:You will also be performing your poem with your partner, so be sure to capture
its meaning in the power and expression of your voice, the movement of your body and your
use of the space in the room.
Rubric for Ode Poem
Tribute to Fannie Lou Hamer  Details
about her life and the contributions she
made to the fight for civil rights

Passionate, Creative and Flows Well

Literary devices and Requirements

4 Evidence and details are specific and
highlight the struggle, fight and success of
her life and civil rights

4 Poem is an honest tribute and truly
expresses passion. Poem is original,
ideas are creative and it flows
exceptionally well.

4 Literary devices are wellwritten
and meets all requirements.

3 Has some details from the struggle, fight
and success of her life and civil rights

3 Poem expresses passion for the most
part. Poem is somewhat creative and
has a nice flow.

3 Contains some literary devices
and meets some requirements.

2 Has few details from what we learned.

2 Poem has few points of honest
expression.
Poem has few points of creativity and
flow is okay.

2 Contains few literary devices and
requirements.

1 Lacks details from what we learned.

1 Lacks passion. Lacks creativity and
doesn’t flow well.

1 Lacks literary devices and or
requirements.

Rubric for Performance of Ode Poem
Expression of Voices

Use of Bodies and Space

Performance

3  Uses appropriate expression of
voices and varies voice volume for effect
of the meaning of the performance.

3  Group uses body, room, voices
effectively to convey the meaning of
their performance.

3  Performance flows, poets are
confident and express the celebration of
their leader in their performance. Lines
are memorized (if required).

2  Uses some expression of voices and
varies voice volume somewhat for effect
of the meaning of the performance.

2  Group somewhat uses body, room,
voices to convey the meaning of their
performance.

2  Performance flows, poets are
somewhat confident and express the
celebration of their leader in their
performance. Lines are somewhat
memorized (if required).

1  Voices lack expression and do not
really convey the meaning.

1  Group lacks creativity in
performance.

1  Group lacks enthusiasm in
performance.

Other activities and resources
:
Act It Out for Understanding 

Students act out the play to have a greater understanding of
Fannie Lou Hamer’s life and her contributions to the Civil Rights Movement.
Source: A Long Way to Freedom: Fannie Lou Hamer
http://www.scholastic.com/browse/article.jsp?id=4788
Source: Let Freedom Ring
http://www1.cuny.edu/portal_ur/content/freedom_curriculum/PDFs/091697_Let_Freedom_Ring
_Less6_HM3.pdf
Source: Mississippi History Now
http://mshistorynow.mdah.state.ms.us/articles/51/index.php?s=lessonplans&id=52
and
http://mshistory.k12.ms.us/index.php?s=lesson-plans&id=51

Source: 
“Eyes on the Prize: Mississippi: Is This America? 19621964,” PBS documentary
produced by Henry Hampton for Blackside, Inc.
Facing History’s Study Guide to “Eyes on the Prize”
https://www.facinghistory.org/sites/default/files/publications/Eyes_on_the_Prize.pdf
Source: National Women’s History Museum
https://www.nwhm.org/educationresources/biography/biographies/fannielouhamer/

